1. NO POVERTY
A focus on forests as a source
of income for rural populations
can reduce poverty

2. ZERO HUHGER
Forests area direct source of food
but also support the productivity of
agro-ecosystems

COUNTRY BRIEF: MONGOLIA

5. GENDER EQUALITY
In many countries, a disproportionate number of women are leaders of community
forest groups
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8. DECENT WORK
Revitalizing forest
industries can provide
work and contribute
to economic growth

12.RESPONSIBLE
CONSUMPTION
Making commodity
supply chains more
sustainable reduces
the pressures on
forests

10. REDUCE INEQUALITY
Many rural communities
are marginalized; empowering them through
REDD+ can reduce
inequality

13.CLIMATE ACTION
REDD+ is central to climate
action, but forests also are
vital I for adaptation to
climate change

15. LIFE ON
LAND
Forests are
home to
a huge
proportion
of terrestrial
biodiversity

17. PARNERSHIPS
FOR THE GOALS
As forests are a global
resource, action on
forests requires global
partnerships

16. PEACE, JUSTICE AND
STRONG INSTITUTIONS
The underlying causes
of threats to forests are
often the same as those
leading to conflict, including weak institutions
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Moving Forward with REDD+ for Sustainable Development

Mongolia’s Approach to Climate Change
Mongolia’s Intended Nationally Determined Contribution (INDC) The expected mitigation impact of these policies and
has its conceptual roots in the Green Development Policy of measures will be a 14% reduction in total national GHG
Mongolia4, and the Sustainable Development Vision5. Key indica- emissions, a REDD+ strategy can reduce this further. This
tors for measuring progress in the implementation of the Green aim is contingent upon gaining access to new techDevelopment Policy include, among others, efficient use of nologies and sources of finance through internationally
energy, GHG emissions and ecological footprint per unit of GDP. agreed mechanisms and instruments under the auspices of
The National Action Programme on Climate Change (NAPCC) the UNFCCC, in particular, through REDD+, private sector
endorsed by the Parliament 2011 includes measures covering and climate finance.
all principal sectors of the economy. These and other relevant
national level policy documents served as a basis for the de- INDC Targets:
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Adaptation and Mitigation

Forest Management and Conservation
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Status of REDD+ Readiness/Implementation in Mongolia
•

•

•
•

•

The REDD+ Readiness process commenced in June
2011 when Mongolia became a partner country of
UN-REDD Programme, and the development and implementation of its REDD+ Readiness Roadmap.
The National Program started in 2016 and will result in development of a REDD+ Strategy to tackle
both adaptation and mitigation aspects of climate
change, Safeguard Information System, National Forests Monitoring System and Forest Reference Level.
The Forest Reference Level is being developed and
will be submitted to the UNFCC in January 2018.
The first Biennial Update Report6 on Mongolia’s
emissions shows that forests are an enormous carbon sink with net removals which helps to offset
Mongolia’s increasing greenhouse gas emissions
from other sectors. Initial assessments show that deforestation, resulting in permanent land use change
is low in Mongolia, but with considerable degradation that may eventually lead to deforestation.
Reducing emissions and enhancing removals are
significant in Mongolia, addressing the increased
threats of climate change which result in tree mortality, frequent and more severe forest fires, and increased pest infestation is extremely important.

Lessons Learned: How REDD+ is Contributing to INDC Goals and
Progress on SDGs
•

•
•

•
•

•

Moving Forward with REDD+: Building Resilient Ecosystems, Livelihoods and a Sustainable Economy for a Greener
Future
REDD+ has the potential to contribute towards Mongolia’s
sustainable development by protecting forests carbon stocks
and biodiversity, helping to reverse land degradation and
desertification, promoting rural livelihoods and enterprises,
and increasing resilience to climate change through adaptation approaches and sustainable forest management.

•
•

The boreal forest biome is the world’s largest terrestrial
carbon sink, a fact that is often overlooked in most international negotiations. The boreal forest biome is the
world’s largest terrestrial carbon sink, a fact that is ofen
overlooked in most internatonal negotatons. Its forests,
soils and peatlands, and communities who depend on
them for livelihoods, are threatened because of climate
change.
Mongolia is the only country with significant boreal forests that is putting efforts into developing a REDD+ program.
Mongolia provides a unique perspective for developing
a new REDD+ paradigm in boreal forests and protect
the forests from anthropogenic climate change, of which
Mongolia is only a low emission country.
Mongolia has committed to tackling climate change and
the forest and land use sector is an important component
for successful sustainable development.
The REDD+ strategy will aim to build resilience through
adaptation and mitigation strategies, create livelihood
opportunities and develop enterprises through promotion
of responsible harvesting, all of which lead to meeting Sustainable Development Goals.
Mongolia is committed towards developing the four elements of REDD+, and linking national reporting systems to
greenhouse gas reporting and reporting progress towards
own Sustainable Development Goals.
Mongolia is a low emission country, highly threatened by
climate change, and need of financial support to address
impacts.
Mongolia has potential for further investment in the forest sector and it is anticipated that the National REDD+
strategy will provide a framework for galvanizing financial
support from international donors and private sector.
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